LEMON TREE ENTERS MUMBAI WITH ITS UPPER MIDSCALE BRAND

Just when the hues of blue, purple, and white of Hydrangea flowers fade away in June; the Hokkaido region of Japan turns into lavender. One can’t even imagine the enthralling beauty of lavender-covered hills and the refreshing scent which drifts softly in the breeze. To captivate this out-of-the-world flowers laden valley view, one must visit the much famous Farm Tomita and Furano region of Hokkaido. The Furano flower valley usually starts witnessing blooming lavender starting late June and reaches its peak from around mid July to early August. The other varieties of lavender which are available could be seen blooming into mid August. Although there are numerous flower fields in Furano, but there are some which has to be on every traveler’s list. Farm Tomita, overlooking the Tokachi mountain range with the scenic beauty of bustling lavenders is arguably the best field in the entire Hokkaido region. Decades ago, this same very farm kick started lavender tourism in the Furano region.
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